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Continuing Education Course #442 
How To Read Shipbuilding Drawings (Part 2) 

1. Why is Naval Architecture called the World’s Greatest Compromise?
 a. Because everything in a ship is of mediocre quality 
 b. Because everything in a ship has to work together 
 c. A multitude of requirements must be balanced 
 d. B and C 

2. What is the purpose of the Contract Design stage?
 a. To produce a set of drawings for the ship that harmoniously work together 
 b. To make a suitable information package for a shipyard to develop an accurate price quote from 
 c. To produce the drawings that show that the design meets Classification Society and/or Coast Guard or Flag State

requirements if the vessel is to be regulated as such 
 d. A, B, and C 

3. What are the first drawings to be produced in the Contract Design phase?
 a. Structure drawings 
 b. Piping drawings
 c. Revisions to the Preliminary drawings 
 d. Electrical drawings 

4. What are Specifications?
 a. Detailed written descriptions of everything to be built in the ship 
 b. Another word for eyeglasses 
 c. Another word for unwanted dots on a page 
 d. A brief list of parts to buy 

5. The Construction Profile drawing shows:
 a. Guidance details of bulkheads, stairs, ladders, hatches, watertight and weathertight door cutouts 
 b. Guidance details of tanks, tanktops, elevator shafts, portlights, windows, bow thruster tunnels, engine

foundations, and other structure 
 c. Dimensions and patterns of all parts needed to build the ship 
 d. A and B 

6. The Typical Bulkheads and Frames drawing shows:
 a. Every frame and bulkhead in the ship with all dimensions 
 b. Only the typical bulkheads and frames 
 c. Important dimensions and metal thicknesses required by Class 
 d. B and C 

7. What is a similarity between fiberglass/composite structures and metal structures?
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 a. The general layout of bulkheads, frames, decks, and hull support intervals  
 b. They both use tees and angles for stiffeners 
 c. The two are similar in material strength, so there isn’t much difference 
 d. All of them can be welded  

8. What is different between metals and fiberglass/composites when used for ship structure?
 a. Metals and fiberglass/composites have similar strength and weights 
 b. Fiberglass/composites are much weaker than metals regarding strength and stiffness 
 c. Fiberglass rusts but steel doesn’t 
 d. Aluminum rusts but fiberglass doesn’t 

9. What is the difference between a Scantling Plan and a Layup Plan?
 a. A Scantling Plan shows metal plate thicknesses, and a Layup Plan shows fiberglass core and layer thicknesses 
 b. A Scantling Plan shows how scanty the plating is, and a Layup Plan shows what to do to lay up the ship in

storage 
 c. There is no difference 
 d. A Scantling Plan shows metal plate thicknesses, and a Layup Plan shows what to do to lay up the ship in storage 

10. Why are the engine and transmission foundations often the heaviest structure in a ship?
 a. They are in the bottom, so the ship needs their weight there for stability 
 b. They resist longitudinal bending, support engine and transmission weight, and often act as the sides of tanks 
 c. B and D 
 d. They resist the hull twisting due to varying wave support and variable cargo loads. 

11. Why is a Welding Schedule often used instead of weld symbols in the Contract Design stage?
 a. It saves a lot of time by showing general welding types and connections instead of drawing symbols all over the

drawings. 
 b. Welders can’t read symbols very well 
 c. The list covers a large majority of the welds to be done 
 d. A and C 

12. What is a Loadline Drawing used for?
 a. Showing that the openings in the ship comply with international seagoing safety requirements 
 b. It shows the window and hatch openings in the deckhouse and weather deck, deck curvature (sheer), door sill

heights to the outside, bulwark heights, well deck depths if any, freeing port sizes and locations, and ventilation
opening sizes, locations, and sill heights. 

 c. It shows that ships in domestic commerce comply with safety regulations 
 d. A and B 

13. What does the Propulsion Shafting drawing show?
 a. The engines and transmissions on their foundations 
 b. The desired details of the shaftline from the engine to the propeller 
 c. The desired details of engines, gears, shaft size & type, bearings, seals, struts, and propellers 
 d. A, B, and C 

14. What is different about an azipod from conventional shaft propulsion?
 a. An azipod is like an outboard motor, only larger, and can rotate 360 degrees 
 b. There isn’t a difference 
 c. An azipod can be either mechanically or electrically driven, but a shaft cannot be driven so 
 d. An azipod needs a smaller rudder 
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15. What does the Fills, Vents, and Sounds drawing show?
 a. Only the locations of these on the ship 
 b. Conceptual details of how the tanks are to be filled, vented, and how fluid levels are to be determined 
 c. Only conceptual details of the tank vents 
 d. Only construction details and dimensions of the drop-in tanks 

16. What types of tanks are found in a ship?
 a. High and Low Sulphur Fuel tanks 
 b. Fresh Water, Ballast, and Hydraulic Oil tanks 
 c. Black Water, Gray Water, Lube Oil, and Dirty Oil tanks 
 d. All of the above 

17. The Bilge System concept in a ship is:
 a. A series of single suctions with individual pumps
 b. A centralized system with all suctions leading to a manifold in the Engine Room
 c. A centralized system with a dedicated bilge pump and a connection to the fire pump 
 d. B and C 

18. The Black Water system concept in a ship:
 a. Drains all of the toilets to the central collection point 
 b. Drains all of the sinks and showers to the central collection point 
 c. Has a central collection point consisting of a holding tank and/or Marine Sanitation Device and both overboard

and deck discharges 
 d. A and C 

19. The Vacuum Black Water system concept in a ship:
 a. Drains all of the toilets to the central collection point 
 b. Drains all of the sinks and showers to the central collection point 
 c. Has a central collection point consisting of a vacuum tank and Marine Sanitation Device and both overboard and

deck discharges 
 d. A and C 

20. The Compressed Air System concept in a ship consists of:
 a. At least one air compressor and an air receiver tank 
 b. An air dryer and an air manifold supplying high pressure air to engine starters (if air started) 
 c. A pressure reducing valve and multiple lower pressure tool and supply lines 
 d. All of the above 

21. The Dirty Bilge Water and Dirty Oil System Schematic consists of:
 a. A logic drawing showing how the oily bilge water is separately collected in the machinery spaces from the bilge

water elsewhere in the ship, in order to avoid oily waste discharges to the sea 
 b. A central collection tank and pump for all bilge water outside of the machinery spaces 
 c. An oil/water separator that drains water to the sea and oil to the Dirty Oil tank 
 d. A and C 

22. A wet Exhaust System Schematic consists of:
 a. A large dry exhaust silencer 
 b. A water injector, and a waterlift muffler 
 c. An exhaust opening either near the waterline or below it 
 d. Both B and C 
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23. A dry Exhaust System Schematic consists of:
 a. A large dry exhaust silencer 
 b. A water injector, and a waterlift muffler 
 c. A vertical exhaust pipe with a scrubber and/or economizer 
 d. Both A and C 

24. A Fixed Gas Fire Extinguishing System schematic shows:
 a. The storage bottles, discharge methods, piping as a one-line, discharge warning alarm lights and horns, fittings,

and nozzles 
 b. The high pressure water pump 
 c. The sprinkler heads and piping system 
 d. The location of the portable extinguishers 

25. A HI-FOG Fire Extinguishing System schematic shows:
 a. Storage bottles and alarm lights and horns 
 b. A high pressure pump 
 c. Distribution piping with special nozzles 
 d. B and C 

26. A Seawater Firemain System schematic shows:
 a. The number of required hose cabinets with nozzle types 
 b. The fire pump(s) required  
 c. The link to the Bilge System 
 d. All of the above 

27. The Fresh Water System schematic shows:
 a. Fresh water storage tanks 
 b. Filters, the reverse-osmosis water maker system, water heaters, and piping 
 c. Circulation pumps, accumulators, and all of the devices being supplied fresh water for sinks, showers, bathtubs,

toilets, deck washdown spigots, and other fresh water sources 
 d. All of the above 

28. The Fuel Service and Transfer System schematic shows:
 a. Fuel supply and returns for the propulsion engines, generators, heaters, if any, trim and heeling tanks, and

filtration system 
 b. Gasoline supply 
 c. Fuel supply to the engines only 
 d. Fuel supply to the generators only 

29. The Gray Water System schematic shows:
 a. Toilet drains 
 b. Shower and sink drains 
 c. Air conditioning drains if the ship uses direct expansion type systems 
 d. B and C 

30. A centralized Ship Service Hydraulic System schematic shows:
 a. Individual hydraulic power units that power individual hydraulic devices 
 b. A single power unit consisting of an electric or engine-driven pump, with filter, reservoir tank, oil cooler, and

manifold, driving multiple local devices such as anchor windlasses or capstans 
 c. The same single power unit driving cargo and towing winches, mooring capstans, mechanical cranes or davits
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for lifting heavy objects, bow thrusters, stabilizers, etc. 
 d. B and C 

31. A non-centralized Ship Service Hydraulic System will show:
 a. A single power unit consisting of an electric or engine-driven pump, with filter, reservoir tank, oil cooler, and

manifold, driving multiple local devices such as anchor windlasses or capstans 
 b. The same single power unit driving cargo and towing winches, mooring capstans, mechanical cranes or davits

for lifting heavy objects, bow thrusters, stabilizers, etc. 
 c. Multiple independently-powered devices as above 
 d. An independently-powered steering system 

32. The Seawater Cooling System schematic shows:
 a. The logic of the system that cools seawater ballast 
 b. The logic of how the engines and generators are cooled 
 c. B and D 
 d. The sea chests, oil coolers, air conditioning chillers, and any other cooled auxiliary devices 

33. The Hydraulic Steering System schematic shows:
 a. How the steering system is connected to the centralized hydraulic system 
 b. How the steering system is connected to an independent power unit 
 c. The hydraulic reservoir, oil cooler, manual emergency steering method, and rams steering linkage 
 d. B and C 

34. What are the different types of cooling systems?
 a. Fernstrum and channel coolers 
 b. raw water cooling 
 c. fresh water cooling 
 d. B and C 
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